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Player Win Averages: An extended book review 
© 1988 by Paul R. Pudaite 

In one of the early issues of the Baseball Analyst, someone mentioned the book Player 
Win Averages by Eldon and Harlan Mills (1970, A.S. Barnes and Co., Inc., Cranbury, NJ 
08512). I looked it up, read it, and thought it might be worthwhile to review the book for those 
who couldn't find a copy. Recent discussion in the Baseball Analyst (Volume 35, April 1988) 
prompted by Dan Heisman ("Independent Situations and Baseball Statistics", pp. 6-7) and 
commented on by Bill James ("Reflections of a Megalomaniac Editor", pp. 16-18) has given me 
the incentive to finally write up my review. 

The basic idea in Player Win Averages is that given any situation in baseball (e.g., top 
of the 3rd, lout, runners on 2nd and 3rd,score 0 to 0; see p. 631) we can evaluate the 
probability that each team has of winning the game (in the example, they compute that the 
probability of the home team winning is 0.396), assuming that the rest of the game will be 
played by (statistically) average baseball players (i.e., they use a Markov model). We can then 
evaluate the performance of each player by determining how his action changed the 
probability of his team winning the game. In the example, Ron Hunt singled off of Mike 
Corkins (scoring 1 run and leaving runners on 1st and 3rd), raising the probability that the 
visiting Giants would win from 0.604 to 0.692. The Mills' actually use a scale that goes from 
-1000 for the visiting team winning to 1000 for the home team winning (to make the 
transformation to their scale, multiply the probability of the home team winning by 2000 and 
subtract 1000). Thus, in their system, Hunt is credited with 176 Wm Points (WP), while 
Corkins is given 176 Loss Points (LP). Because Hunt received a positive score, we can tell that 
Hunt did better than an average player would have in this situation (in every situation, the 
average player would receive 0 points on the average). The system is easily extended beyond 
hitting and pitching to include stolen bases and fielding errors. 

The Mills' then added up each player's Wm and Loss Points for the entire 1969 regular 
season and determine his Player Wm Average (PWA) by the formula, PWA:= wp':tp. The 
average player would receive as many Win Points as Loss Points and end up with a PWA of 
0.500. In case you're wondering, here's a list of the extreme PWAs for 1969 (pp. 43-58): 

Category Nmni ffiA Nm:Iut £JYA 
NL Offense McCovey (SF) 0.677 Grabarkewitz (LA) 0.154 

Jeter (Pitt.) 0.637 Kolb (Pitt.) 0.161 
Rose (Gin.) 0.611 Ruberto (SD) 0.175 

NL Defense McGraw (NY) 0.651 Nottebart (Chi) 0.245 
Wilhelm (Atl.) 0.644 Farrell (Phil.) 0.398 
Dierker (Hous.) 0.612 Kline (SF) 00401 

AL Offense Matton (BaIt.) 0.698 Shopay (NY) 0.198 
Epstein (Wash.) 0.641 Floyd (Balt.) 0.249 
May (Chi.) 0.616 Gutierrez (Det.) 0.327 

AL Defense K. Tatum (Cal.) 0.643 Kline (Boa.) 0.268 
Watt (BaIt.) 0.623 Patterson (Det.) 0.309 
Lachemann (Oak.) 0.619 Brandon (Minn.) 0.364 

The Strength§ of PWA 
First of all, here is a list of motivations provided by the Mills' for using PW A: 

1. They developed PWA because they wanted to go beyond the individual statistics (e.g., 
batting average or home runs) in evaluating players: they wanted to know much a player 
helps win games. 

2. PWA provides a way to measure "clutch play". They devote one section to describing Bobby 
Thomson's pennant winning home run for the Giants in 1951. Here are some excerpts: 

... Thomson's home run came in the third game of a playoff that decided the National 
League championship, and that made him famous. But what about others, who have 
delivered in the clutch in the same situation and also won a game for their team? ... that 
home run goes right alongside another one the player may have hit when his team already 
had the game won. No difference. Aceording to present-day statistics they are all the 

10therwise unannotated page references are to the Mills' book. 
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same. 
But they are not all the same, and we all know it! It depends on when it happened. And 

how crucial that when instictively tells us how big a clutch hit it was. 

"Okay, so what," you say, "there's no statistic today that can accurately measure a 
player's clutch ability." That's right,. there hasn't been up till now, but Player Win 
Averages are on the way. [pp. 15-6J 

By the way, Thomson's home run was worth 1472 Win Points! 
To summarize points 1 and 2, the Mills' claim that PWA helps us distinguish what from when. 
3. It gives us an accurate way to measure "the small clutch play" such as "moving a runner 

from second to third with a grounder to the right side of the infield" (p. 17). 
4. PWA is an equitable measurement system because 

The players are not measured against any arbitrary s-tandard. They are measured 
against their own teammates and opponents on how they performed this year . 

... we do not measure players from one era against players from another. . .. But [PWA] 
can be used to compare players of any era. .. , in any era, whether the ball be dead or rabbit
like, a .500 ball player will be average, and a .570 will be much better than average. [pp. 25-
6] 

5. PWA does a better job of representing the contributions of starting and relieving pitchers 
instead of our current system of assigning Wins, Losses and earned runs. 

6. PWA does a better job of representing the relative contributions of hitting and pitching. 
In a 1-0 shutout, the losing pitcher didn't really "lose" the game. The hitters did, for not 

getting some runs. And in an 8-7 game ... the pitcher didn't really "win" the game. The 
hitters did, by getting all those runs across. [po 32J 

Now here are some additional ideas I had for using PWA. Actually these are all ideas 
for using the Win and Loss Points (WfLP) that occur on each play, instead of aggregating 
them over the season into PWA: 
1. WfLP allow us to evaluate all of baseball's various plays (hitting, pitching, as well as 

sacrifice bunts, "sacrifice" flies, pick-off'S, etc.) on a single scale. Using WILP (or a 
statistic like them; see below) we can get a better idea of the value of specific plays: 
a. When does a successful sacrifice bunt actually raise the probability that a team will 

. ? 
WIn. 

b. Sacrifice flies used to be awarded whenever any·runner advanced. Now they are only 
awarded when a run scores. Instead, perhaps they should be awarded whenever they 
raise the probability that a team will win. We all know of situations when a sacrifice 
fly reduces the probability that a team will win; maybe there are even situations when 
a fly ball advancing the runner from 2nd to 3rd is beneficial for a team. 

c. Do stolen base attempts produce net Win Points? By looking at the average probability 
that a pitcher will balk, we can even factor this aspect of the game in. 

2. It would be interesting to look at each player's Net Points (:= WP - LP) for a season. Can 
this be translated into a figure for how many Wins/Losses a player was responsible for? 

3. The Mills' use PWA to get an overall idea of a hitter's "clutch" performance. It would be 
interesting to look at what happens when we isolate critical moments in a game. How do 
we identify the critical moments? 
a. The easy way: for each situation subtract the lowest possible number of Loss Points 

from the highest possible number of Win Points that the player could receive in that 
situation; call this the situation's Range. Look only at situations whose Range lies in, 
say, the top 10% for the season. 

b. The harder but more useful method: for each situation figure out the variance (the 
square of the standard deviation) of the Net Points possible from the situation; call this 
the situation's Variation (since the expected Net Points from a situation is always 0, 
the situation's Variation is given by 

Var(s]:= Lit Pr{i] 
ieQ:s) 
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where 8 is the situation, (2(8) is the set of possible outcomes that could occur in 
situation s, Pi is the Net Points from outcome i, and Pr[iJ is the probability of outcome 0. 
Select situations whose Variation lies in the top 10% for the season. 

What would we do with this information? Some examples: 
a. We could see which players appeared in the most clutch situations during a season. 
b. We could see which teams encountered the most clutch situations during a season. 

See if their performance in these clutch situations could have accounted for their 
position in the final standings. 

c. We could total up the Net Points pitchers and hitters separately and see if, on the 
average, pitchers or hitters are better clutch players. If we used the variance method 
for identifying clutch situations, we could also quickly tell if this difference was 
statistically significant. 

d. We could find the variance in Net Points over all actual outcomes of these clutch 
situations and compare this to the expected variance. What would this tell us? If the 
actual variance is different from the expected variance, then we would know that 
baseball players as a group do not perform the same in clutch situations as they do in 
less critical situations. If the actual variance is lower, this would mean that baseball 
players perform more uniformly in critical situations. If, as seems more likely 
(especially in the conventional wisdom), the actual variance is higher, this would 
mean that baseball players perform more disparately in critical situations. In other 
words we could demonstrate the existence of clutch players without having to identify a 
si[£gle clutch player or group of clutch players. This analysis has a much better 
chance of succeeding (rejecting the null hypothesis that clutch players do not exist) 
than conventional tests which try to select clutch players to compare against average 
players, because the conventional tests (1) throw out a lot of information by reducing 
their .sampling pool, and (2) must take into account their sampling bias of having 
chosen the "clutch" players: are these players truly clutch players, or did they just get 
lucky during the past season? The variational method adjusts for this effect 
automatically. In the conventional test, adjusting for this bias greatly reduces the 
chance that we will be able to identify the effect as statistically significant is greatly 
reduced. 

4. In evaluating how players respond to pressure, we don't have to restrict ourselves to a 
subset of the situations a player encounters. It would be real interesting to graph a 
player's WinILoss Points from each situation against the Variation of that situation. We 
might discover that a lot of players have non-monotonic response curves: for example, 
players that play their best when there's a moderate, but not extreme amount of pressure 
(cf. Charlie Pavitt's article in the Baseball Analyst, Vol. 35). 

The Weaknesses of PWA 
Needless to say, the Mills', didn't spend too much time detailing possible drawbacks 

and shortcomings of PWA Their introductory disclaimer is that 
This is only a guide to "winning" players. Of course there are factors that no human 

being could ever measure with a statistic. [po 8] 

So does PWA take care of everything you can measure with a statistic? It almost seems. like 
the Mills' think so: 

... many [variables] will never be measured by any statistic. Outfielder's throwing 
arms; the range of both outfielders and infielders; the quick reaction in "getting the jump" 
on a batted ball; automatically knowing which base to throw to: all are immeasurable 
factors, and are a matter of human judgment. 

... [PWA] is just a statistic. And statistics don't measure emotions, headaches, or a 
manager's pet peeves. [pp. 18-9] 

Of course, we've seen in the Baseball Analyst that we can measure things like throwing 
ability, range, and judgment through the effect these skills have on the game; it's just that 
our measures are a bit less direct and hence less accurate. But it's important to note how 
factors like these can affect the accuracy of a statistic like PW A Here's a starter list of biases 
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that PW A can fall victim to, along with occasional suggestions on how these might he 
corrected. (By the way, because rm taking the time to criticize PWA, rm implicitly saying 
that I think PWA and WILP are very useful statistics. I think they're so useful that it's worth 
the effort to fine tune them. I think it would be useful if the Baseball Analyst community tried 
to assemble a comprehensive list of potential biases ofPWA and statistics like it, and possible 
corrective measures.) 
1. PWA certainly produces a useful ranking of players' offensive and/or defensive 

performances. But what does the number mean? For example, if a team with average 
pitching had a lineup of hitters that all performed as well as Willie McCovey did in 1969 
(McCovey batted .320 and hit 45 home runs), would that team win 67.7% of its games (this 
works out to a 110-54 record)? I think they'd do even better than that: Bill James' 1984 
study (The Bill James Baseball Abstract, pp. 9-24) showed if an entire team had hit as well 
as Wade Boggs or Dale Murphy did in 1983, they would probably have won 77.8% of their 
games. It seems to me that if we want to turn PW A into more than a ranlring system, 
we'll have to derive a new formula, one which will take into account the Variation of each 
situation, as well as the Win or wss Points the player receives. 

2. Park effects. Pretty obvious, and can probably be corrected in much the same way the 
Runs Created formula can be adjusted. 

3. PWA falsely attributes the results of an outcome produced by several players to two 
players, the pitcher and the hitter. In particular: 
a. PWA falsely attributes the effects of fielding (except errors) to the pitcher. 
h. PWA falsely attributes the effects of base-running on a hit to the hitter. 
rm sure that, to some degree we can figure out a way to assign credit where credit is due, 
although such a system would probably not be too precise. 

4. Because WILP are awarded on the assumption that the hitter will be followed by average 
hitters, there are specific situations in which they are obviously inaccurate. For example, 
suppose there's a runner on 3rd, two outs, and the 8th batter is up. Obviously, a walk 
should be worth less than usual because the pitcher is less likely than an average hitter to 
bat in the runner on 3rd. I have no idea how severe this inaccUracy might be: it might 
cancel out on the average, or it might be so critical that it would be important to abandon 
the assumption that the lineup is completely average. Another example: intentional 
walks will probably always appear to reduce the probability that the defending team will 
win if the hitters are assumed to be identical and average. 

5. Here's a feature of PWA that may not be a bias, but certainly seems counter-intuitive . 
... let's say [the pitcher] goes into the ninth inning with a five run lead and allows four 

runs to score before retiring the side to win 5-4. Now his earned run average for the game is· 
4.0, but his Wm Points are exactly the same as though he had shut them out 5-0. 

Here's why. At the start of the ninth inning his (the pitcher's) team's chance of 
winning was, let's say, 9~ percent. If he gets the side out while still leading, ... the pitcher 
will receive the credit for it in the form of Win Points. Ifhe gets them out 1, 2,3, the odds 
will go straight up from 99 to 100 percent. 

But if he allows hits and runs to score, the chance of winning will decrease 
accordingly. As the game becomes 5-4, the chance of winning will drop to around even .... 
But when he retires the last man it jumps dramatically to 100 percent ... and the pitcher still 
gets credit for a net of 1 percent (from 99 to 100 percent). In this case, his earned run average 
looks bad, but his Player Wm Average is no different.2 [pp. 36-7] 

The Mills explain this anomaly by claiming that "managers being what they are, the above 
example would probably never happen" (p. 37). Instead, the manager would put in a reliever, 
and if the game ended 5-4, the starter would receive wss Points from the 9th for reducing his 
team's chance of winning from 99 percent to even, while the reliever would receive Win 
Points for raising his team's chance of winning from even to 100 percent. But let's not use 

2Correction. In proofing this book review, I finally realized that the Mills' made a mistake. What 
remains unchanged is the pitcher's Net Points (approximately +20 points). However, the pitcher's 
PWA is much higher if he retires the side in order (20 Wm Points, 0 Loss Points, giving a PWA for the 
inning of 1.000), than ifhe gives up four runs (500 Wm Points, 480 Loss Points, PWA = 0.510). 



such an extreme example: who performed better, a pitcher who wins 5-0, or a pitcher who 
wins 5-2 with the runs scoring in the 9th? PWA says there's no difference, but common sense 
tells us the pitcher who shut them out performed better (and is more likely to win other ball 
games). Perhaps when we modify PWA as discussed in point 1 above, the new statistic will 
differentiate between the two performances. 

But then again, perhaps this is another indication of the existence of a fatal flaw in the 
concept of PWA. Certainly, Bill James argues vehemently against the "limited-knowledge" 
perspective underlying PWA and related measures of performance: 

The problem ... is that the importance of the game is different if perceived from the 
viewpoint of the moment-to-moment action - what we might call the driver's-eye view -
and if perceived from the viewpoint of the season [or game3] as a whole (the bird's-eye 
view) .... So which is the false perception? 

... The driver's-eye view (the one which Heisman advocates) is, of course, the distorted 
perception ... because the driver has unequal knowledge of the entire sequence of events . 

... To us in the future, his past and his future are all the same, all part of a continuous 
time line. We would be very foolish to forswear this advantage, and pretend that the only 
way we can see the event is as the driver sees it. [James, 1988: 17] 

To further substantiate James' argument, let's take the "limited-knowledge" approach to its 
logical extreme. The assumption underlying PWA is that the objective of every player is to 
win the ball game being played. But shouldn't the objective be to win the World Series, and 
consequently, shouldn't we measure the player's contribution to his team winning the World 
Series? It's pretty obvious that if we developed a PWSA ("Player World Series Average"), the 
contribution from the regular season would come mainly from the few games up to the time 
that the team either clinches the division title or is eliminated from contention. After 
clinching or being eliminated, performances in the remaining regular season games would 
be completely ignored! 

James resolves the debate by distinguishing between importance and pressure. For 
example, when you win the pennant by one game, every win was equally important (bird's
eye view) but the last few games were probably played under a great deal of pressure (driver's
eye view reflecting the perception of importance). To some degree, I concur: I have tried to 
emphasize PWA from the perspective that it's a measure for performance under pressure 
(see especially my points 3 and 4 under strengths of PWA). The concept of Win and Loss 
Points really seems to coincide with our driver's-eye view of pressure situations. 

But I don't think James is completely correct either. Even if the driver's-eye view is a 
distorted perception, it would be very foolish to ignore it. Here are some reasons why we can't 
completely accept the bird's-eye view either: 
L rve already provided the first reason: pressure is a very real part of the game. If we want 

to understand the role of pressure in baseball, we have to have a way to assess the level of 
pressure in every situation. PWA, with it's driver's-eye view, provides a great start on the 
road to understanding the role of pressure. 

2. Because it's the driver that has to make the decisions. And the decisions are made at each 
moment, using only the limited knowledge available at that moment. Even hitting and 
pitching aren't decisionless, purely action-reaction phenomena. The best decisions that 
can be made can't make use of future events; instead, decisions are made by projecting the 
possible consequences of each choice. As a mathematical construct, the Markov chain 
used to evaluate PWA is a logically consistent way of making these projections (although 
not necessarily appropriate or accurate when applied to the real world). 

3. A pragmatic reason. If we view the entire sequence of events as a seamless whole, then it 
becomes very difficult to assess the value of individual events from the sequence. In the 
most extreme form, i.e., if we view the whole as indivisible, then we shouldn't even 
consider the value of individual events (what is the sound of one hand clapping?). This 
holistic attitude may be metaphysically transcendent, but it precludes a lot of interesting 
and potentially useful research. So how could we evaluate individual events? Bill James 

3My comment. 
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states that "When there are 93 wins in a one-game pennant, every one of those wins is as 
critical as the other ... " (1988: 17). How do we know each one is as critical as any other? 
Because if you replace any of those wins with a loss, the team doesn't win the pennant (at 
least, not without a playoff). So the idea is that we realize the importance of an event by 
substituting another outcome in its place, and holding the other events from the entire 
sequence fixed. But if we substitute something in place of what actually happened, can we 
legitimately hold all the other events fixed? Clearly not. For example, suppose that the 
home team is down 1-0 in the 8th inning, two outs and the 8th batter at the plate. The 
batter doubles, and the manager sends in a pinch hitter for the starting pitcher. The 
pinch hitter singles, tying the game. How important was the double? Well, what would 
have happened if the batter had made an out? The starting pitcher would still be available 
in the top of the 9th: if he were to pitch, could we assume that the visitors' at-bats would 
have proceeded exactly the same way as they did against the reliever? And in the bottom of 
the ninth, can we assume that the pinch hitter will lead off with a single? The bird's-eye 
view doesn't know; the driver's-eye view is ready to make a projection. 

What to do? 
Neither viewpoint (bird's-eye or driver's-eye) is completely satisfactory. An ideal 

statistic would retain the bird's-eye view's objectivity while being able to make use of the 
driver's-eye view projections. Unfortunately, I don't think such an ideal statistic exists. 
Here's why: . . 

Baseball, as with just about every worthwhile human endeavor, doesn't have just one 
"I objective. We've already encountered two objectives: to win games and to win the World 

Series. Another objective is to score runs: In their conclusion, the Mills' raise the possibility 
of using PWA in contract negotiations: making money is another objective, and consequently, 

. so is drawing fans. The various objectives are often consonant (e.g., Bill James has noted a 
relationship between runs scored and attendance; Baseball Abstract 1988: 29), but we can 
always identify situations in which any pair of these objectives conflict. The importance of a 
situation depends on the objective(s) under consideration. So different statistics represent 
attempts to evaluate performance with respect to one of these objectives or some compromise 
between two or more objectives. There's no universal statistic for baseball. 

In conclusion, here's a statistic that tries to achieve a compromise between the bird's
eye and driver's-eye views by focusing on runs scored. In each situation, we calculate the 
expected number of runs the team will score by the end of the inning before and after each 
play. The difference is the offensive player's net run production (NRP). NRP will be positive if 
the offensive player raised his team's expected score, and will be negative if he reduced it. 
Award the NRP to the offensive player (hitter or base stealer) and subtract it from the 
defensive player (pitcher or fielder). This statistic has properties that suggest that it will be 
more objective than WILP: 
1. NRP is not as situation dependent as WILP. For example, in order to calculate W/LP, we 

need to know the score at the moment of the play; in order to calculate NRP, we don't even 
need to know the offensive team's current score. 

2. NRP will have more uniform variation than WILP because even though it takes a driver's
eye view perspective, it only extends over three outs rather than 54. 

NRP also shares with WILP the ability to evaluate all phases of both offensive and defensive 
performance. 

Here's an important application ofNRP: The runs created formula was developed by 
fitting team statistics (singles, doubles, etc.) to the actual number of runs the team scored. 
Thus the express domain of the runs created formula is the team, and not the individual 
player. There is no a priori reason why the runs created formula should accurately 
dis aggregate team performance into individual performance. Instead, the hypothesis that 
the runs created formula can accurately evaluate individual performance needs to be tested. 
Developing NRP would provide a way to test this hypothesis. If the runs created formula does 
not match up well with NRP, we could then develop a runs created formula for individuals by 
fitting individual statistics to NRP. 
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ON PREDICTING YiINS AND LOSSES FROM RUNS SCORED AND ALLO'iED 
Yiillie Runquist 

It is scarcely a profound discovery that the number of games a team wins' in a 
season is related to the number of runs scored and runs allowed, but quantifying 
that relationship is another matter. There have been at least four serious 
attempts:. 

1. Ratio (CooK) : Wins = .484 x Runs! Runs Allowed 
2. !lltiple ~lon (Soolman) : Wins = (,102 x Runs) - (.103 x Runs Allowed) + .505 
3. Pythagorean (James) : Wins = RunsZl (Runs2 + Runs Allcrwea2) 
4. Conditional (Irees) : If Runs ) Runs Allowed then Wins = 1 - (Runs AIl~ 2 x Runs); If 

Runs < Runs Allowed then Wins = Runs 1 2 x Runs Allowed. 

Each proponent claims success with their method, but in reality, there would 
appear to be little basis for choosing among them. When the formulae are applied 
each equation predicts the number of wins fairly well, but essentially equivalent 
results are obtained no matter which equation is used. 

A comparative anaylsis was made ot the National League from 1938 to 1955. Each 
formula was applied to the runs scored and allowed producing 144 predictions in 
terms of proportion of wins. These were multiplied by 154 and rounded off to 
whole numbers to get the predicted number of wins. The actual number of wins 
was obtained by multiplying the proportion of team wins by 154 and rounding off 
in order to standardize the comparisons for 154 games. 

All four measures predict fairly well. The correlation coefficients between 
predicted and obtained wins were .955 for the Ratio, .960 for Multiple 
Regression, .960 for Pythagorean, and .959 for Conditional. The differences 
between these values are trivial. Indication of the equivalence of the equations 
is also provided by the correlation coefficients between the predicted values 
computed by each method. The Ratio equation produces results that correlate with 
the results of Multiple Regression .987, with Pythagorean predictions .992 and 
with the Conditional computations .996. Multiple RegreSSion predictions 
correlate with those of both the Pythagorean Theorem and the Conditional 
equations .996, and the Pythagorean results correlate .999 with those of the 
Conditional method. Again the differences between the correlations are trivial. 

The accuracy of the various formulae can best be assessed, however, by looking at 
the differences between the obtained and predicted number of wins. Table 1 
provides some pertinent data. The first column gives the average (mean) 
difference between obtained and predicted wins. The second column provides the 
standard deviation of the difference scores. Columns 3, 4, and 5 indicate the 
number of predictions that were perfectly accurate, within one game, or within 
four games (approximately one standard deviation) of the actual value. 

Table 1 
Measures of Predicted and Cbtained Wins 

Ratio 
Multiple ~ion 
Pythagorean 
Conditional 

Mean SD Perfect 
-1.13 ~.37 14 

.03 4.11 17 
-.07 4.23 19 
.02 4.17 12 

+1-1 
40 
54 
46 
52 

8 

+1-4 
98 
9t; 

102 
101 



In terms ot average. three of the tour procedures are very close to the ideal of 
zero, which indicates that the equations neither consistently overestimate nor 
underestimate the actual number of wins. The ratio formula produces a negative 
bias, which is due to the fact that it underestimates the true wins by more than 
six games for a considerable number of cases. These means say little about the 
accuracy of individual predictions, however. The critical measure is the standard 
deviation. In theory, approximately 68% of the values should fall within one 
standard deviation of the mean, in this case, approximately four. Again the 
differences between formulae are trivial. 

With respect to individual predictions, every formula predicted the correct 
pennant winner in 15 of the 18 years. The errors were in 1947 (Brooklyn), 1950 
(Phillies), and 1951 (Giants), and were common to all prognosticators. Column 3 
shows that Pythagoras did slightly better at predicting with perfect accuracy, but 
Multiple Regression and Conditional did slightly better when allowing a one game 
error in either direction. 

The equality of the standard deviations suggests that the abllity of one method 
to avoid the large errors of prediction that are made by the other methods does 
not vary. A direct examination of those cases where the predictions were more 
than one standard deviation from the actual value proved this to be so. The 
problem cases were generally problem cases for everyone, and only rarely did 
predictions by the various equations differ by more than one win. 

The lessons provlded by these data are clear. Flrst, wins are indeed related to 
runs scored and allowed, but none of the equations so far discussed can claim to 
uniquely capture the form of this relationship. There is no rational theory that 
suggests the acceptance of one formula over another. Certainly, there would 
appear to be little justification for the widespread use of the Pythagorean 
Theorem as the means for prediction, but likewise there is no reason not to. 
However, if the relationship to both variables is linear, and it appears to be 
nearly so, then the Multiple Regression procedure rests on the most solid 
foundation since it mathematically minimizes the predictive errors on the data 
from which the constants were derived. Predictions for any other set of data 
might be improved somewhat by computing unique constants for that set, although 
a significant improvement does not appear to be very likely. The problem lies in 
the variability of the data. not the nature of the equation. Elther there is an as 
yet unidentified factor involved in winning, or random fluctuation makes exact 
determination impossible. 

If differences between teams in runs scored and allowed in any season are large 
enough, predictions of league standings can be made with relatlve accuracy. In 
general, about two- thirds of the predictions should fall within four wins of the 
actual values, and about 85% of them should fall within six. As long as those are 
tolerable limits. any of the predictive equations except perhaps the Ratio 
equation should suffice. 
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Editor's Response 

Let me respond briefly. Willie evaluates the formulas on only one 
criteria, accuracy. Finding no differences there, he concludes that "there 
would appear to be little basis for choosing among them ... there is no 
rational theory that suggests the acceptance of one theory over another." 
But as I have written, sabermetric tools, like any other, must be evaluated 
not simply by their accuracy as we can measure it, but by a range of 
features including simplicity, conceptual clarity and theoretical integrity. 
In the search for a runs created method, I developed a technique which tried 
to calculate the likelihood of each scoring sequence (such as hit batsman
single-single) occuring before the third out. This method was about as 
accurate as basic runs created, but it was useless, for the same reason that 
a 45-pound garden hoe would be useless: it was so much work to use it that 
nobody ever would. Simplicity is a very important asset in a tool. 

What is meant by theoretical integrity is, in general, that the 
system should make some kind of sense, and in specific, that the system 
should not predict impossible outcomes. If a system "cracks" at some 
theoretical point, then it is almost certain that it will also crack in some 
real case. The Soolman system, for example, may indeed work well within a 
limited range of runs. but it is undesirable for two reasons--one, that it 
assumes that an average team starts at .505 and goes down to .500, and two, 
that it creates theroetically impossible results. In Soolman's method. if a 
team scores seven runs a game and allows one run a game. their expected 
winning percentage is .505 + .714 - .103, or 1.126. If runs scored and 
allowed are within a range of two runs, the method is OK. but in extreme 
situations such as the 18905, their are "marginal distortions". In 1897 
Boston scored 7.765 runs per game and allowed 5.038 per game. The 
Pythagorean system predicts a winning percentage of .704, almost exactly 
what actually resulted (.705i. Soolman predicts that such a team's winning 
percentage would be .778. For the famous 1899 Cleveland Spiders, who went 
20-134, Soolman predicts a winning percentage for the season of .018--3 wins 
on the year (pythagorean predicts 23 wins). When the runs per game increase 
the distance between runs scored and allowed increase, and thus the 
"theoretical" flaw has become a real flaw--not real enough to predict a 
winning percentage over 1.000, but real enough to seriously distort the 
accuracy of the method. So while the Pythagorean method is essentially as 
accurate in the 1890s as it is today, the Soolman method has a standard 
error for the decade over six games, unacceptably large. For very good or 
very bad teams in that decade, the Soolman error is over ten games per team. 

For the team with 7 runs scored per game and 1 run allowed, Cook's 
method would predict a winning percentage of 3.388! For the 1906 Cubs, who 
scored 705 runs and allowed only 381 (a ratio of 1.85-1) Cook predicts a 
winning percentage of .896, and in the 19th century there are actual cases 
(the 1876 Chicago team and the 1884 St. Louis Union Association team) where 
Cook predicts winning percentages over 1.000. The Pythagorean method 
remains accurate, predicting 56 wins for Chicago in 1876 (actual 52), 92 
wins for St. Louis in 1884 (actual 94) and 118 wins for Chicago in 1906 
(actual 116. Cook would predict 136 wins for the 1906 Cubs.) 

There are real situations in baseball in the 1980s more extreme than 
these teams--for example, games in which the New York Mets with Dwight 
Gooden on the mound have opposed starting pitchers with ERAs over 5.50. If 
you were conducting a study of a game sub-set which contained extreme 
variables and you used the Soolman or Cook method to evaluate the outcomes. 
you would get a very seriously distorted analysis. 

So it simply is not true that Soolman and Cook's method are as 
accurate as the pythagorean. It is only true within the time-frame that Mr. 
Runquist studied, a period with no real extremes of performance. And 
second, it is not appropriate to evaluate analytical tools strictly on the 
basis of what appears to be their accuracy. There are, in fact, systems 
more accurate than the pythagorean method--if you are willing to sacrifice a 
great deal of simplicity to get a tiny bit of additional accuracy. I'm sure 
that there are cases where it is appropriate to do that. But one must 
search not only for a system which "works", but also for a method which 
make~ sen~e and for a method that ~e can actually use.----BILL JAMES 



Fred McMullin: An Underrated Crook? 

The Swede walked away with $15,000: $10,000 for him.!elf, and $5000 for his friend, 
utility infielder Fred McMullin . .. For McMullin it Wa.! ea.!y money: during the Series 
he had pinch hit twice. 

ELIOT ASINOF, Eight Men Out, p. 125 

Easy money for Fred McMullin. Has anyone ever doubted it? He was the only mem
ber of the fixing cabal who was of no importance to the White Sox; indeed, according to 
Asinof, his inclusion in the conspiracy was pure happenstance-an overheard locker room 
conversation between Gandil and Risberg was his ticket to perfidy. When the truth of the 
fix was revealed, and the banning order issued, no one shed a tear for the loss of Fred Mc
Mullin to organized ball. I'd always accepted the conventional wisdom of the Black Sox 
story (conventional, at least, since the publication of Eight Men Out), but recently, in read
ing Warren Brown's The Chicago White Soz (Putnam's, 1952), I came upon the following 
sentence: "Fred McMullin, utility man to whom had been entrusted the task of scouting 
the Reds several days in advance of the series, later on gave out with the threat to punch 
anybody in the nose who dared suggest he was in on any wrong-doing." 

Fred McMullin, advance scout? This raises some interesting questions. First of all, I 
assume that it was not atypical practice in 1919 to use a second string ballplayer for advance 
scouting chores. But why, I wonder, was Fred McMullin chosen? Was he considered the 
Chisox smartest, most perceptive spare part? Had he possibly performed the same task 
(with obvious success) prior to the 1917 Series? or, most intriguing, did he volunteer for the 
assignment in 19197 Remember, McMullin was part of the conspiracy, albeit inadvertently, 
almost from the beginning: Cicotte in his confession named McMullin, along with Gandil 
and Risberg, as constantly badgering him to participate. If McMullin did in fact request 
advance scouting duty, doesn't this raise the possibility that he intended from the outset 
to contribute more to the White Sox defeat than his meager line in the box score would 
indicate? 

Because, look at the performance of the Pale Hose offense, minus fixers: N emo Leibold 
1 for 18; Shano Collins 4 for 16; Eddie Collins 7 for 31. (Only Ray Schalk at 7 for 23 distin
guished himself.) Of course, in a short series anyone's bat can go cold, it happens every year. 
But isn't it also possible that a contributing factor to these Clean Sox offensive doldrums 
was an intentionally erroneous scouting report on Reds' pitching tendencies supplied by Fred 
McMullin? Before dismissing the idea out of hand, consider that the most effective Chicago 
hitting was done by men who would, after all, know enough to ignore a tainted scouting 
report: Joe Jackson and Buck Weaver. 

Yes, I know, it's all supposition. Maybe it never occurred to McMullin that he could 
alter the outcome with some faulty scouting. Having insinuated himself into the conspiracy 
by chance, maybe that was enough for him: good wages, no work-the American Dream. 
But it seems to me at least possible that the extent of Fred McMullin's role in the throwing 
of the 1919 World Series has been underestimated; that he may have, after all, made his 
dirty money the old-fashioned way-by earning it. 
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PEER COMPARISON SYSTEM 

by Andy Spark 

Recently there have been several pieces written on the subject 
of ranking the all-time greatest baseball players. This article will 
outline a system which I have developed to rank players which places 
more emphasis on comparing players against their peers than on their 
raw statistics. Due to periodic fluctuations in what constitutes a 
certain level of performance in each statistic, I believe peer compa
rison is the fairest way to compare players of different eras. 

Basically, my system awards po&nts to players based upon their 
ranking in the league in various categories. Both-for ease of refe
rence and close correspondence to my own personal values, the cate
gories I use in my computations are those which the Macmillan Baseball 
Encyclopedia has provided rankings for on an annual basis. There are 
24 categories in all, twelve each for hitters and pitchers. These 
categories are as follows: 

Average 
Home Runs 
R.B.I.'s 
Hits ., 
Home Run Pct. 
Doubles 

Hitting 

Slugging Pct. 
Total Bases 
Stolen Bases 
Bases on Balls 
Runs 
Triples 

Pitching 

Winning Pct. 
Wins 
Strikeouts 
Fewest HitS/Inn. 
Fewest Walks/Inn. 
Innings 

E.R.A. 
Saves 
Complete Games 
Shutouts 
Strikeouts/Innings 
Games Pitched 

The Baseball Encyclopedia provides the top five players by league 
for the first three categories in each column and the top three players 
for the other categories. Since this bears a strong relationship to the 
importance of the categories, five points are awarded to the leaders of 
the "Top Twelve" categories and three points to the leaders of the 
"Bottom Twelve". Similarly, second place would receive four and two 
points, respectively. From these rankings, a "Most Valuable Hitter" 
and a "Most Valuable Pitcher" for each year can be computed. 

This system has three major strengths. The first is that it 
adjusts for the statistical quirks of different eras and even different 
seasons. One example of this adjustment is that the leaders in Home Runs 
during the dead ball era receive just as much credit as the Home Run 
leaders of more recent history. Similarly, there are no more points 
allocated for the leaders during the uniquely offensive 1930 season 
than for any other, which deprives players fortunate enough to have been 
around that season~ with the added benefits that their career statistics 
have reaped. 

The second strength of this system is that it provides no benefit 
to players who accumulated impressive lifetime statistics solely by 
extending their otherwise unspectacular careers. This is not to say 
that longevity is not a special quality in a ballplayer, however what 
this system is attempting to come up with is a list of all-time greats 
and all-time greats have been consistently great throughout their careers, 
not just consistently good. 

Finally, the third major strength of this system is its simplicity. 
Of course there are drawbacks to this system as well. One is that 

the categories are sub jective'ly chosen. Another is that the number of 
points awarded in each category is also subjective. Furthermore, there 
are statistics which have varied enormously in importance as well as 
magnitude over the years (Saves, for example) or which have changed in 
definition (e.g.,Stolen Bases). 
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The final major drawback is that there is no adjustment for league 
size. When comparing twelve- and fourteen-team leagues, this is a 
miniscule factor. When comparing players in the fourteen-.team current 
American League with players in the six-team National League of 1877-78, 
however, the difference becomes significant. This is because there are 
a fixed number of points (126, hitters and pitchers, per league, exceptin 
for ties) to go around and because any individual player's likelihood 
of being among the leaders is inversely related to the number of players 
in the league. 

Based on the measurable and/or obvious comparisons than can be made 
in other sports (e.g. g .track, basketball), it would appear that baseball 
players of different eras are not really comparable either. My own 
personal opinion is that Honus Wagner couldn't shine Mike Fischlin's 
shoes. However, to subtract from the accomplishments of players of 
earlier eras would be ·unfair. The best players of the early days were 
the greats of their day and sqould be recognized as greats. 

Below I have provided several exhibits of the results of this peer 
comparison system. 

LEAGUE LEADERS - 1286 

Hitting Pitching 

National American National American 

M. Schmidt 25 D. Mattingly 24 M. Scott 25 R. Clemens 23 
D. Parker 13 K. Puckett 14 F. Valenzuela 17 J. Morris 17 
T. Gwynn 12 J. Barfield 13 D. Gooden 13 T. Higuera 12 
T. Raines 10 W. Boggs 10 B. Ojeda 12 B. Blyleven 10 
G. Davis 9 J. Carter 9 M. Krukow 8 M. Witt 10 
V. Hayes 9 R. Henderson 8 B. Knepper 7 M. Langston 8 
S . Sax 8 G. Bell 6 S. Fernandez 6 D. Rasmussen 8 
D. Strawberry 7 J. Canseco 6 R. Rhoden 6 D. Righetti 7 
E. Davis 6 R. Deer 5 T. Worrell 6 B. Hurst 6 
V. Coleman 5 G. Gaetti 5 R. Darling 5 T. Candiotti 5 
K. Hernandez 4 J. Cangelosi 4 F. Youmans 5 D. Aase 4 
D. Murphy 4 D. Kingman 4 J. Reardon 4 R. Guidry 3 
K. Bass 3 G. Pettis 4 D. Eckersley 3 T. Henke 3 
G. Carter 3 J. Rice 4 C . Lefferts 3 M. Williams J 
K. McReynolds 3 B. Butler J N. Ryan J D. Boyd 2 
J. Samuel J K. Gibson 3 D. Smith J M. Gubicza '"l 

<-. 

M. Webster J Dw. Evans J J. Franco 2 W. Hernandez 2 
M. Duncan 2 T. Fernandez 2 R. McDowell 2 K. Schrom 2 
S. Bream 1 R. Sierra 2 S. Sanderson 2 G. Harris 1 
B. Doran 1 P. Tabler 2 L. Smith 2 D. Jackson 1 
C. Davis 1 W. Wilson 2 S. Bedrosian 1 D. Moore 1 
B. Horner 1 M. Barrett 1 D. Cox 1 

B. Buckner 1 o . Hershiser 1 
W. Randolph 1 B. Welch 1 
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ALL-TIME TOP ~o 
(Through 198 ) 

Hitters Pitchers 

Rank Player Points Rank Player Points 
1 . Ty Cobb 392 1- Walter Johnson 368 
2. Babe Ruth 388 2. Cy Young 286 
3· Honus Wagner 308 ~: Grover Alexander 277 
4. Ted Williams 303 Christy Mathewson 267 
5 . Hank Aaron 300 5· Warren Spahn 266 
6 . Rogers Hornsby 298 6. Lefty Grove 258 
7· Stan Musial 293 7· Bob Feller 213 
8. Lou Gehrig 283 8. Steve Carlton 199 
9 . Willie Mays 268 9. Tom Seaver 194 
10. Sam Crawford 235 10. Carl Hubbell 175 
11. Mel ott 230 11. Tim Keefe 173 
12. Mickey Mantle 218 12. Sandy Koufax 172 
12. Mike Schmidt 218 13. Kid Nichols 168 
14. Dan Brouthers 211 14. Dazzy Vance 166 
14. Jimmie Foxx 211 15. Robin Roberts 165 
16. Tris Speaker 201 16. Amos Rusie 161 
17· Napoleon Lajoie 186 16. Nolan Ryan 161 
18. Johnny Mize 182 18. Ed \"lalsh 157 
19. Harmon Killebrew 181 19. Hal Newhouser 153 
20. Ed Delahanty 180 20. Rube Waddell 143 
21- Frank Robinson 174 21. John Clarkson 142 
22. Harry Stovey 173 22. Early Wynn 141 
23· Joe DiMaggio 168 23· Lefty Gomez 140 
24. Cap Anson 167 24. Jim Palmer 139 
25. Roger Connor 156 25. Dizzy Dean 138 
26. Chuck Klein 155 26. Mordecai Brown 134 
27· Joe Medwick 154 27· Bob Lemon 133 
28. Hank Greenberg 151 28. Joe McGinnity 132 
29. Ralph Kiner 140 28. Old Hoss Radbourn 132 
30. Sherry Magee 137 30. Ferguson Jenkins 128 
31. Sam Thompson 136 30. Juan Marichal 128 
32. Al Simmons 133 32. Burleigh Grimes 125 
33· George Sisler 128 33· Bob Gibson 122 
34. Gavvy Cravath 126 34. Red Ruffing 118 
35· Reggie Jackson 125 35· Tommy Bond 116 
36. Duke Snider 123 36. Pud Galvin 112 
37. Joe Jackson 122 37. Jim Bunning 111 

. 38. Eddie Collins 121 37· Whitey Ford 111 
39. Carl Yastrzemski 120 39. Bert Blyleven 106 
40. Jim Rice 116 39. Wilbur Cooper 106 
41- Cy Williams 115 39. Jim McCormick 106 
42. Pete Rose 114 42. Gaylord Perry 104 
42. Paul Waner 114 42. Will White 104 
44. Rod Carew 104 44. Tony Mullane 102 
45. Frank Baker 103 45. Bucky Walters 101 
46. Dick Allen 102 46. Phil Niekro 100 
47. Tony Oliva 101 47. Ted Lyons ~8 
48. B illy Hamil ton 99 47. Billy Pierce 98 
48. Harry He ilmann 99 49. Tommy Bridges 97 
50. Pete Browning 96 49. Paul Derringer 97 
50. Willie McCovey 96 
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18. J. Nie;kro 38 
18. F~ Tariana 38 
20. B ~ Su-tt~r 33 
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INTRA-SEASON ~;TATI:3TIC:AL TRENDS 

By Da 11 as Adams 

In mid-.]une 1'387 I be>Jan to \II,:mder about '::;eason-long statistical patten~'::; in t.h:= 
major leagues. 00 league batting avera';jes tend to Increase Ol~ decl'ease over the 
season? Do home runs increase in the hot '::;Uftifi!er months .::;nd stolen ba'::;es ·jecrea·::;e? 

well, admit.tedly based on a limit.ed af'ilOunt of data, there do appear to be t.;-ends 
in these and other parameters. Genel~all'l, once a t.l'end, either !.1pwal'd or downwal'd, 
is es tab I i shed it tends to rema i n in e f f ec t. throul;jh the end of the season. On U-;e 
other hand, a1;jain based on a vel~y limited set of ljata, the trend for a. ';Jiven 
parameter can be upward one season and downward the ne~~:t. 

As mentioned, I began f1"p:mitol~in';:) these trends with statisti>:s from very eal'ly 
June 1987; hen>:e I am missin';:) data for Apl'il and May. Recently I located some 
monthly data for 1 '3:::4 (but not for all t.he statistical >:ate';Jories needed) in t.he 
1985 Elias Baseball Hnalyst.; these dat.a were processed in the safl~e manner as t.he 
1987 data, e;.::>:ept that some categories are lacking. As a comparison of the t.wo 
seasons shO',7JS (see graphs), there i·::; not gl~ea.t consistency in the direction of 
trends in different seasons. More seasons of data are needed. 
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A HALL OF FAME NOTE 
--Bill James 

The June issue of this publication contained an article by Rob 
Wood about the Hall of Fame voting patterns. When Mr. Wood submitted this 
article, I sent him a series of editorial comments and recommendations. 
With respect to the comment that "over the entire voting history the 
directional effect is not statistically significant", I wrote to him in a 
spasm of skepticism. "I simply don't believe it," I wrote. "There are 
people who grow and people who drop off in the voting. Look at Maury 
Wills, who is stagnant in the voting (91-77-104-93-124-113-127 over the 
last seven years) in contrast with Ron Santo, who is growing 
(53-64-78-108), or contrast Roy Face, who is stagnant in the voting at 
18%, with Vada Pinson, who is at 15% but exploding. Are you telling me 
that in three years Santo and Pinson won't have left Wills and Face in the 
dust? I just don't believe it." 

Mr. Wood, however, did not retreat from his position that "a 
player's entire vote history is not needed to predict how well he will do. 
The key determinant is his vote tally of the previous year. Only a small 
fraction of the variability remains to be explained by other factors." 

I devised a study of the issue. Going back in the voting to 1972, 
I isolated all situations in which 

1) Two players were within 5 points of each other in the voting, 
2) Who two years earlier had been separated by 20 or more points. 

OR 1) Two players were within 10 points in one vote, 
2) Who two years earlier had been separated by at least 40 points. 
In other words, I looked for sets of players who were even in the 

Yoting, but one of whom had "momentum" while the other did not. I ignored 
cases in which either of the "matched" players was not in the voting two 
years before or two years after the year in which they were nearly even. 

Then I compared the yotes TWO YEARS LATER for the two groups of 
players--those who were gaining in the vote, and those who were not. 

My study substantially confirmed Wood's conclusion. There were 31 
sets of players. In 1976 there were two, and in that case the players who 
had momentum did outperform their controls in subsequent voting: 

Eddie Mathews 
Pee Wee Reese 
Richie Ashburn 
Roger Maris 

-2 
118 
141 

56 
78 

BASE 
189 
186 

85 
87 

+2 
301 
169 
158 

83 

For clarity, this means that in 1976 Eddie Mathews and Pee Wee Reese were 
nearly even in the voting (189-186), although two years earlier Reese had 
led Mathews by 23 votes (141-118). Two years later (1978) Mathews was 
elected with 301 votes, while Reese still had but 169, and had to wait for 
the Veteran's Committee. 

However, while that happened in these two cases, it wasn't the 
general rule, at least not to a tremendous extent. Consider these from 
1978; -2 BASE +2 

Don Drysdale 
Gil Hodges 
Richie Ashburn 
Nellie Fox 
Lew Burdette 
Roger Maris 
Don Newcombe 
Ted Kluszewski 

114 219 238 
233 226 230 

85 158 134 
174 149 161 

21 76 66 
87 83 111 
21 48 59 
50 51 50 
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In not one case of that group did the player who seemed to have momentum 
in 1978 maintain it to any extent in the subsequent votes. As a whole, 
the four players who "had" momentum in 1978 actually lost votes over the 
next two years, dropping from 501 votes in 1978 to 497, while the players 
who "did not have" momentum gained some strength, from 509 votes to 552. 

For the 31 players as a whole, the totals are as follows: 
-2 BASE +2 

WITH MOMENTUM 2426 3647 4556 
WITHOUT MOMENTUM 3871 3707 4330 

The players who did not have momentum in the voting gained 17% in the 
subsequent two years; the players who did have momentum gained 25%. The 
player with momentum outperformed his counterpart in 18 of the 31 cases. 

This shows that there is an effect, probably, but that it is so 
slight as to justify Wood's statement that it can be ignored. 

Doing the study in this form, one gains a visceral understanding 
of why this is so. Increases or surges in voting are SOMETIMES a sign 
that a bandwagon is rolling for a player. But many times they are not. 
Many times players surge in the voting because they die or become ill, 
because an article in a major magazine or book features them, because they 
manage or coach on a championship team, because one of their records is 
broken or for any of many other reasons. Once that surge is past, the 
player's vote will relapse toward it's own norm; in other words, instead 
of momentum, the operating factor is resistance. 

~ One factor which is pretty important in voting, but which is never 
mentioned, is what might be called the "Maelstrom effect" of superior 
players. Simply put, each player is negatively effected in the voting 
whenever a superior player WHO IS DIRECTLY COMPARABLE enters the ballot. 
If an Dutfielder who hit .285 with 500 home runs enters the ballot, then 
an outfielder who hit .275 with 400 home runs will lose votes. When a 
shortstop who won six gold gloves hits the ballot, a shortstop who won 
three gold gloves will lose votes. Thus, Don Drysdale actually lost votes 
in 1981, when Juan Marichal and Bob Gibson hit the ballot; Gibson and 
Marichal were directly comparable to Drysdale, but clearly superior. 
Then, when Gibson and Marichal went in, Drysdale got his turn--and thus, 
while it now appears inevitable that Jim Bunning will enter the Hall of 
Fame next year, you should not be shocked if this fails to happen. 
Bunning missed by only four votes in 1988--but in 1989 Jim Kaat and 
Ferguson Jenkins will enter the ballot. While Bunning's chances obviously 
are good in 1989, Jenkins and Kaat are directly comparable pitchers with 
better records--and could keep Bunning from clearing the 75% standard. 

To get rid of some of the "distracting" effects of players who die 
or something and get a temporary vote surge, I did a version of this study 
in which I eliminated all players who had gone DOWN in the voting over a 
two-year period. This cut the study to 13 sets of comparable players, and 
in that small group the "momentum effect" is more visible; while the 
growth rate for the "Have Nots" remains at 17%, the growth rate for the 
players with momentum increases to 41% over the next two years. 

But what does that mean? It means that the momentum effect is 
only visible if you carefully exclude all of the things which cause it not 
ordinarily to shine through. Momentum is such a small boat that it gets 
swamped by anything else. In other words, although Wood could of course 
improve his prediction model by teaching it to recognize the small factor 
of voting trends underneath the distortion, he was essentially correct in 
saying that it was too small a thing to bother with in the big picture. 

Which I guess I should have expected; you all know that I am 
always trying to tell the baseball world in general that a player who is 
"hot" isn't any more likely to get a hit than an equally good hitter who 
is in a slump. It's the same principle that applies, but in this case I 
just had to see through it with my own eyes. 
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